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a b s t r a c t

Mainstream social platforms boast billions of users worldwide. In recent years, popular social platforms
have seen a decline in their users that are choosing to migrate to alternative-tech social applications
reinforced by frustrations of mainstream social platforms over alleged censorship of free speech and
banning of predominant public !gures such as the former president of the United States (U.S.). As such,
group effect of similar minded users on alternative-tech social platforms may lead to fostering events
such as the U.S. Capitol attack on January 6th, 2021, where the spreading of false information and
extremist ideologies through alt-tech applications such as Parler and MeWe took place. These cases
demonstrate the immense forensic need to understand how alternative-tech social applications operate
and what they store about their users' personal information and activities. We present the primary
account for the digital forensic study of (n ! 9) alternative-tech social applications used on Android and
iOS devices. Our analysis includes Parler, MeWe, CloutHub, Wimkin, Minds (Minds Mobile and Minds
Chat), SafeChat, 2nd1st, and GETTR. Results revealed that some applications do store unencrypted user
information on the devices, such as usernames, phone numbers, email addresses, posts and comments,
and private chat messages. Furthermore, some security vulnerabilities were discovered that allow users
to download data that should have been private (such as sent private images) without authentication and
authorization by other users. Finally, to aid in the analysis and automatic extraction of relevant evidence,
we share Alternative Social Networking Applications Analysis Tool (ASNAAT), that automatically aggre-
gates forensically relevant data from the alt-tech social networking applications when presented with a
mobile device's forensic image.

Published by Elsevier Ltd.

1. Introduction

Alternative social media platforms have been on the rise, coin-
ciding with the growing distrust in the United States mainstream
media. Fast growth in alternative social media interest has also
been linked to mainstream social media platforms policing them-
selves more heavily during and after the 2020 presidential election.
This was one of the direct causes for some users, including ex-
tremists to "ock to other platforms, which ultimately led to the
expansion of “alt-tech”. Alt-tech is described as clone technology
created by extremists in order to combat “deplatforming” (Mak,

2021). Examples of popular alt-tech social media platforms
include applications such as Parler, MeWe, CloutHub, SafeChat, and
Minds. In November 2020 alone, Parler doubled its active members
from !ve million to ten million (Newhouse, 2020).

Disturbances and concerns can ensue regarding smaller and less
regulated platforms. When these types of applications are being
used by like minded individuals, there is a heightened potential for
users to become radicalized. The spreading of certain ideologies
and an increased amount of misinformation on these platforms can
lead to negative consequences (Dickson, 2020). This is not only a
problem on alt-tech platforms, but also in more popular ones like
Twitter, Facebook, and Reddit etc. Our focus in this work was on
applications such as Parler, MeWe, CloutHub, and SafeChat, because
of their growing popularity and existing links to extremist in-
dividuals and recent threats to the United States government. Not
only have some of these applications been discussed on national
news and forums, but the sheer number of their downloads (See
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Table 1), was also a determining factor in selecting them for our
investigation. Active user statistics for these applications were
searched for, however, there was not a de!nitive number of active
users obtained, and there were some varying results based on
different articles and sites. Therefore, we turned to user download
information gathered from credible sources to depict the popu-
larity of these applications.

Parler, one of the !rst popular alt-tech apps, was at the center of
attention during and after the 2020 presidential election in the
United States. After the January 6th insurrection at the Capitol
building, Apple and Google both banned Parler from their app
stores for being connected with these events. Soon after that,
Amazon announced that they would stop hosting the application
on their servers. This caused a temporary shut down for the
application (Brown, 2021). The application returned to the Apple
App Store on May 2021. However, to this date it has not returned to
the Google Play store. The Android application package (APK) can
be downloaded from Parler's website. Following the U.S. Capitol
invasion, a group of hackers downloaded and uploaded terabytes of
Parler data by exploiting a security vulnerability. The application
had an insecure direct object reference, and hackers were able to
create accounts with administrator privileges and scrape the site's
data (Greenberg, 2021).

Wimkin, another atl-tech application we examined was also
banned from the Apple App Store due to the lack of censorship, and
shortly after, it was hit with a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
attack (Shalvey, 2021). Not only are some of these newer applica-
tions growing in user popularity, but their lack of security makes
them attractive targets to hackers.

Mobile devices have become crime-!ghting tools and are often
obtained to gather evidence for criminal investigations (University,
2016). Understanding and identifying radicalization through social
media is important in combating online extremism (Ferrara, 2017).

To date, and the best of our knowledge, there has not been a formal
forensics analysis on the following applications, Parler, MeWe,
SafeChat, Clouthub, Minds, 2nd1st, Wimkin, GETTR. Therefore, our
work contributions include the following:

C A primarymobile and network forensic analysis of the Parler,
MeWe, SafeChat, Clouthub, Minds, 2nd1st, Wimkin, and
GETTR applications.

C A collection of discovered digital forensic artifacts shared on
the Artifact Genome Project.1

C An upgraded Python tool originally created in our lab and
presented at the 2021 12th EAI International Conference on
Digital Forensics & Cyber Crime that will be published in the
conference proceedings. New enhancements include the
ability to directly analyze and extract data from the exam-
ined applications (Table 1). The tool can be used by digital
forensic investigators to extract relevant data from the ap-
plications, and can be found in this GitHub Repository:
https://github.com/unhcfreg/ASNAAT.git.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related
work. Section 3 lists the tools used to conduct this research. Section
4 discusses the methodology and setup, and section 5 discusses our
analysis and results. Section 6 discusses the tool developed based
on the results discovered. In section 7, an overview of the results is
discussed and conclusions are made. Lastly, section 8 proposes
limitations and future work.

Table 1
Application capabilities, tests performed, and retrieved data.

Application Downloads Capabilities Performed tests Retrieved artifacts

MeWe (2.18.30) *5M" Post, comment, chat Post on feed Message, post,
Comment on posts contact and
Sent/received private messages account information,
Voice/video call cached images,

device !ngerprint/ID
CloutHub *100k" Post, comment, chat, Post on feed Message, post,
(1.19.7-Android) & and groups Comment on posts and user information,
(2.0.41-iOS) Post and comment in group and cached images

Sent/received private messages
Minds (Mobile) *500k" Post & react to posts Post on feed Comment and post
(4.14.2-Android) & Comment on posts and cached images
(4.20.0-iOS)
Minds (Chat) *5k" Chat and groups Sent/received private messages Videos, images, and
(1.1.7-dev-Android) & emojis related to chat
(1.6.6-iOS)
SafeChat *100k" Post, comment, chat, Post on feed Message, post, and
(0.9.46-Android) & voice/video call Commented on posts user information
(0.9.66-iOS) Sent/received private messages

on feed
GETTR (1.0.7-Android) *5M" Post & comment Post on feed User, post, and
& (1.2.7-iOS) Commented on posts comment information

on feed
Wimkin (2.1) *5k" Post, comment, chat, Post on feed Message, post,

and groups Commend on posts comment, user, and
Post and comment in group account information,
Sent/received private messages and cached images

2nd1st (1.2.21) **N/A Post, comment, chat Post on feed Image posted
Comment on posts
Sent/received private messages

Parler (3.0.1-Android) & ***16M Post & comment Post on feed Image posted and
(2.50-iOS) Comment on posts account email

Where information on downloads was retrieved: *Google Play Store, **Download information not found, ***TechCrunch article (Silberling, 2022).

1 https://agp.newhaven.edu.
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2. Related work

To the best of our knowledge, our methodical analysis of the
nine alternative social media applications is the !rst of its kind. The
current literature related to the forensic analysis of mobile appli-
cations is vast and includes a host of different applications and
operating systems. Research has been conducted on popular instant
messaging applications, social networking applications, vault ap-
plications, and more, in order to identify forensically relevant ar-
tifacts (E. Salamh et al., 2021). However, there has not been an in-
depth forensic investigation of related alternative social media
applications, which have become popular for individuals whowant
to veer from mainstream social media. The next subsections high-
light some related research conducted in the last ten years.

2.1. Social media applications

As modern living has become increasingly entwined in the vir-
tual world, social media application usage has increased. Research
shows that social media applications can store data of forensic
value. Not only can the applications store data useful to in-
vestigators, but social media applications can be an avenue for law
enforcement personnel to investigate and acquire intelligence from
criminals (Richard Jones, 2017).

Popular social media applications include Instagram, Facebook,
and Twitter. Global Social Media Stats reported Facebook has 2.895
billion active users monthly, Instagram has around 1.4 billion users
as of October 2021, and Twitter has around 211 million daily active
users (Datareportal, 2021). Al Mutawa et al. (2012) were motivated
by the increased use of social media applications to analyze Face-
book, Twitter, and MySpace on BlackBerrys, iPhones, and Android
smartphones. Manual forensic analyses were conducted, as well as
the acquisition of logical images. It was determined that while
multiple valuable data such as timestamps, photos, usernames, and
contacts could be recovered from the iPhone and Android, nothing
was recovered from the BlackBerry.

Walnycky et al. (2015) performed network and device forensic
analyses of 20 Android social messaging applications, including
Instagram, Facebook, and Viber. The device-stored data and
network traf!c were analyzed. Results showed that in most cases,
reconstruction or interception of passwords, screenshots, pictures,
videos, audio, messages, and more were successful. Alisabeth and
Pramadi (2020) also performed a forensic analysis on Instagram
and was able to recover user account information and activity in-
formation, such as uploads and private message traces. Finally, a
forensic analysis of Instagram and other applications such as LINE,
Whisper, WeChat andWickr were performed on an Android device,
resulting in the recovery of relevant artifacts (Menahil et al., 2021).

2.2. Instant messaging applications

Similar to mainstream social media, instant messaging appli-
cations have also become more prevalent and commonly used on
smartphones. This is due to their simple direct and private
messaging features. Mahajan et al. (2013) noted the increased use
of instant messaging applications, and that the evidence left on
mobile devices by these applications would be helpful for digital
forensic experts. They analyzed the WhatsApp and Viber applica-
tions on several Android devices, and found sent and received chat
messages, timestamps, pro!le pictures, and more. It is important to
note that WhatsApp implemented end-to-end encryption in 2016
(Barrett, 2021).

Karpisek et al. (2015) analyzed WhatsApp's calling feature
which had been added in 2015. This research provided the tools and
methods used to decryptWhatsApp network traf!c, and developed

a tool to display WhatsApp protocol messages. On the other hand,
Arista Yuliani and Riadi (2019) extracted WhatsApp databases
saved on disk storing encrypted messages. Oxygen forensics was
used to decrypt the database.

Consequently, WhatsApp is not the only application that has
been found to encrypt messages. M. Ovens et al. (2021) analyzed
Wickr and the Private Text Messaging application, and were able to
detect cryptographic processes through static and dynamic anal-
ysis. This led to the development of a decryption methodology for
relevant artifacts.

2.3. Extremist propaganda in social media

As alternative social media platforms have become increasingly
popular for individuals with extremist's views, it is important to not
only understand the evidence stored in devices but also themotives
leading to any radical behavior of such individuals. Aliaoulios et al.
(2021) analyzed Parler and presented an extensive dataset. They
noted the increase in right-wing applications and how the emer-
gence of these ideologies and spreading of misinformation can lead
to harmful and even dangerous consequences. Ferrara (2017) and
Erbschloe (2019) examined how the spread of propaganda in social
media has propelled radicalization. They recognized that studying
extremist propaganda and its effects are important in mitigating
security threats. Lastly, Longhi (2021) investigated the use of digital
humanities and linguistics to assist with terrorism investigations.
Although linguistic tools alone cannot solve a case, the analysis of
the style, grammar, and contents that make up texts can provide
investigators with clues that they otherwise might not have
discovered.

2.4. Other related applications

Similar research has been conducted onmany other applications
and devices yielding to the discovery of critical digital forensic ar-
tifacts, this includes research conducted on video conferencing
applications such as in (Mahr et al., 2021), virtual reality (Casey
et al., 2019; Casey et al., 2019; Yarramreddy et al., 2018), small
scale and IoT devices including smart watches (Baggili et al., 2015),
drones (Clark et al., 2017), Amazon Alexa (Dorai et al., 2018; Chung
et al., 2017), Google Home (Yıldırım et al., 2019), and more.

3. Apparatus

The hardware and software used to conduct this research are
presented on Table A3, Appendix A.

4. Methodology

The forensic analysis of the nine alternative social media ap-
plications (with Minds Mobile and Minds Chat being separate but
linked applications) consisted of four phases: 1) Scenario creation
and setup, 2) data acquisition, 3) data analysis, and 4) tool
enhancement. The hardware and software used to conduct our
research are presented in Table A3, Appendix A.

4.1. Setup & scenario creation

This phase consisted of testing the nine applications' features
with a user account. The mobile devices were factory reset and
rooted or jail-broken prior to use. The applications were
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downloaded from the Google Play store2 and Apple App store,3

with the exception of Parler which was downloaded as an APK
!le from Parler's of!cial website.4

To save time, a scenario was created that not only aimed to test
the various functionalities within each application, but to also
imitate realistic user activity. The speci!cs of the scenarios and tests
differed based on the features provided by each application. The
tests were conducted using accounts with !ctitious credentials on a
rooted Android and jail-broken iPhone. The accounts on the two
devices interacted with each other to generate data based on the
scenario created. This scenariowas created andmessages were sent
manually in order to mimic a lifelike scenario with realistic arti-
facts. Most applications tested were available for Android and iOS,
however, 2nd1st was only available for iOS and Wimkin was only
available for Android. A summary of the tests performed based on
each application's capabilities that resulted in the creation of
relevant data are shown in Table 1.

4.2. Data acquisition

In this phase, in order to capture and analyze important artifacts
in each application, data acquisition from mobile devices through
device imaging was performed on the Android and iOS devices.
Magnet Acquire5 was used to acquire physical images of both de-
vices after testing each application.

Moreover, network traf!c was captured with Wireshark6 while
testing each application and NetworkMiner7 and Fiddler8 were
utilized to analyze the traf!c. This was a preliminary analysis as it
was noted that most of the traf!c was encrypted or encoded and no
essential artifacts were found that required an in-depth analysis
that !t in the scope of this research.

5. Analysis & experimental results

To extract and analyze relevant artifacts from our data acquisi-
tion, the tools shown in Table A3 in Appendix Awere utilized along
with some manual analysis. In this section, major artifacts found
across all devices are summarized in their own subsections related
to mobile disk forensics. Moreover, these artifacts are referenced in
Tables A.4 and A.5. The tables highlight artifacts' details and path
locations within the tested devices. Table 2 presents information
found within artifacts in a more granular manner, prioritizing those
that could be important in a forensics examination. Finally, note
that the iPhone's !le system directory naming convention uses a
Universally Unique Identi!er (UUID) to identify the application.
This is used as a placeholder in the artifacts' tables.

5.1. Major artifacts found in mobile devices

Results indicated that most applications store data about users
and their activities across devices in a similar manner. They rely on
the device's storage to save this information. Due to the vast
amount of artifacts discovered and the similarities between them,
this section presents a summary of the critical information that was
recovered across all applications. For a more in-depth analysis of
each artifact, refer to Tables A.4, A.5, and 2.

5.1.1. Account/user information
User account and other related information is important in in-

vestigations as it links a user to their account. Several applications
storedartifacts that contained this typeof information.Outof thenine
applications tested, six (55.6%) stored information about their users’
accounts. Twelve of thesewere databases containing theusernameof
the device/account owner, and ten of these also saved the user ID, full
name, email or phone number used during login, and timestamps
related to events. Thirteen of the databases also stored user infor-
mation related to the contact the accountownerwas interactingwith,
including usernames, user IDs, friend status, and more.

Android applications also use ExtensibleMarkup Language (XML)
!les to record user information. Four of those !les were identi!ed as
containing user information such as username, full name, email
address andmore. Two of them contained user ID and authentication
session tokens. Oneof them, Clouthub.xml (File ID2.2 TablesA4and2)
also contained the unsalted MD5 hashed password to log into the
user's account (See Fig. 1). While only one of these !les io.invertase.-
!rebase.xml, (File ID 7.6 Tables A4 and 2), stored noti!cation infor-
mation. This included private chat information such as plain text
messages and any !le attachment, and the user ID, full name, and
username of the contact the account owner was interacting with.

5.1.2. Posts and comment information
Posting information and commenting on posts on a user's social

media timeline whether the pro!le is private or public are impor-
tant features of social media applications. These artifacts display
the user's activity and interactions with others. Out of the nine
applications examined, eight (88.9%) were found to locally store
some of this information.

Of the databases discovered, seven contained post and/or
comment information. Five of these stored information identifying
the user who posted, such as user IDs, full names, usernames, time-
stamps of the post or comment, post and comment IDs, contents of
the post and/or comment, and more. It should be noted that for the
sgrouplesdb.sqlite database (File ID 1.1 tables A.5 and 2), the only
comments stored are those made by the account owner, and not
commentsmade by others on such posts. Besides databases, only one
XML !le (File ID 7.6 Tables A.4 and 2) found pertained to application
noti!cations, such as posts on the feed or comments on the account
owner's page.

Furthermore, out of these !les, only one database from the Gettr
application in the Android device, libCachedImageData.db (File ID
6.1, tables A4 and 2) stored metadata related to GIFs posted by the
account owner. This included a URL to access the GIF over the
browser. It is important to note that this link is still active even
though the validation date has already passed according to the
stored timestamp. Moreover, these GIFs were also cached and
downloaded to both devices (File IDs 6.4, 6.8, and 6.8 respectively in
tables A.4, A.5 and 2). Complementing the utilization of GIFs in this
application, two XML !les were found. One stored the ID of recent
GIFs posted by the account owner and the other contained plain
text keywords of GIFs searched by the account owner.

Conversely, the SafeChat.db (File ID 5.3 table A4, File ID 5.4 table
A.5, and File ID 5.3 and 5.4 Table 2) database found in both devices
contained the post ID and timestamp of other posts clicked on and
recently viewed by the user.

Consequently, not only were artifacts discovered that recorded
posts and other information from the feed, but several applications
downloaded media posted by the account owner to the device. Of
the thirty-four directories found storing media, eighteen contained
posted videos and images.

5.1.3. Private chat information
Social network applications containing private chat

2 https://play.google.com.
3 https://www.apple.com/app-store/.
4 https://parler.com/android.html.
5 https://www.magnetforensics.com/resources/magnet-acquire/.
6 https://www.wireshark.org.
7 https://www.netresec.com.
8 https://www.telerik.com/!ddler.
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Table 2
Important artifacts extracted across all forensic acquisitions.

Application, File ID & Artifact Name Important Data Found in Disk

User
ID

Name Email Phone
#

Username Timestamps Posts/
comments

Media
posted

Chats Files sent/
received

Cached
data

MeWe
1.1 app_database, sgrouplesdb.sqlite

, , , , , ,

1.2 Cache.db

1.2 SGSession.xml

1.3 tmp

1.3 image_manager_disk_cache

1.4 default

Clouthub
2.1 Clouthub.xml

2.2 compressor

2.1 Cache.db

2.3 image_manager_disk_cache

2.2 tmp

2.3 default

Minds Mobile
3.1 minds1.db

, , , ,

3.2 RKStorage

3.3, 3.2 react-native-image-crop-picker
,

3.3 fsCachedData

3.4 image_manager_disk_cache

3.4 default

Minds Chat
4.1 D

4.1 Caches

4.2 fsCachedData

4.2 emoji-recent-manager.xml

4.3 image_manager_disk_cache

SafeChat
5.1 SafeChat

5.1.video

5.2 cache

5.2 tmp

5.3, 5.4 SafeChat.db
, , , , , , , ,

5.3 imagecache

5.4 download_tasks.db

GETTR
6.1 libCachedImageData.db

6.2, 6.1 private_hughhen123.db,
private_jmanny3.db , , ,

6.3, 6.2 g db
, , ,

6.3 Cache.db

(continued on next page)
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functionalities add an important source of evidence to an investi-
gation, especially when these messages are stored in the device in
plain text. These artifacts could assist in the reconstruction of
events and provide insight into who the user was communicating
with. Out of the nine applications investigated, !ve (55.6%) stored
some trace of private messages in the local disk. It is important to

note that not all applications tested had chat messaging
functionality.

Nine artifacts were found to store chat information, this
included user IDs, names, timestamps, and plain text chat mes-
sages. Some of these messages also included links and attachment
information of other media sent and/or received within the chat
(See Fig. 2). Additionally, six of these artifacts contained usernames
of the chat participants. It should be noted that the database
Cache.db (File ID 1.2 tables A.5 and 2) stores links that were sent in
private messages and the last message sent or received, not the
entire conversation between users. Moreover, io.inverse.!rebase.xml
!le (File ID 7.6 tables A4 and 2) stored noti!cation information, thus
only messages received along with other data were stored.

Similar to how the media posted in an application's feed was
automatically stored in the device, some media and other type of
!les sent and received through private messaging were also
downloaded to the device. Of the thirty-four folders discovered
containing media and other types of !les, seventeen contained !les
sent or received through private messaging. Twelve of these folders
containedmedia sent, such as videos or images, four contained !les
sent, such as documents or audio !les, and one contained media
and !les that had been received through private messages. A
database from the SafeChat application, download_tasks.db (File ID
5.4 tables A4 and 2), was also discovered to store information on
the !le downloaded from private messages, including the ID, URL,
!lename, timestamp of the download, and more.

Table 2 (continued )

Application, File ID & Artifact Name Important Data Found in Disk

User
ID

Name Email Phone
#

Username Timestamps Posts/
comments

Media
posted

Chats Files sent/
received

Cached
data

6.4, 6.8 libCachedImageData
,

6.4 "utter-images

6.5 giphy_recents_!le.xml

6.5.image

6.6 giphy_searches_!le.xml

6.6.video

6.7 image_manager_disk_cache

6.7 fsCachedData

6.9 default

Wimkin
7.1 RKStorage

7.2 v2.ols100.1

7.3 react-native-image-crop-picker

7.4 cache

7.5 rocketUser.xml

7.6 io.invertase.!rebase.xml

7.7 chatplus-chat.wimkin.com.db.db

2nd1st
7.1 tmp

Parler
8.1 !le_0.localstorage

8.2 https_parler.com_0.localstorage

8.3 tmp

Key: : Android Mobile, : iOS Mobile.

Fig. 1. Sample Clouthub.xml with PII.
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5.1.4. Cached data
Another prevalent category of data retrieved from most appli-

cations in both devices was cached data. As commonly observed in
mobile applications and other software, they cache or save pieces of
data commonly used by the application in a storage location in the
device to aid the application retrieve that information faster and
provide the user with an ef!cient experience. This means the
application does not have to download information such as media
and other types of !les commonly used. Cached data is supposed to
be temporary and eventually will automatically clear itself or allow
users to do it manually as needed (Johnson, 2020).

What is critical to realize about cached memory is that it could
contain a plethora of structured and unstructured data that could
be powerful in an investigation as long as the data remains intact.
As noted in our !ndings, wewere able to locate critical artifacts that
could be categorized as evidence in an investigation. The cache
could also be used as a second location to identify where evidence
might be stored. Out of the nine applications examined, eight
(88.9%) contain some type of cached data stored in the device.

Of the thirty-four folders identi!ed, fourteen contained cached
images. Most of the cached images are believed to have come from
the application's feed from public user's posts and other locations
the user interacted with in the application, however, some con-
tained images/videos posted by the account owner, images/videos
sent/received through private messages, pro!le pictures of public
users, and emojis. Due to applications' request to access user's
photos, images in the account owner's gallery that had not been
posted or sent could also be seen in some of these folders. Of these
folders, seven not only contained cached images from the feed from
random public users, but also contained media that had been
posted by the account owner. Four of these seven folders also
contained media that had been sent/received through private
messages. Two contained photos and emojis from the account
user's gallery. Refer to tables A.4, A.5, and 2 for directory names and
paths of these folders containing cached data.

In addition to media !les being cached and stored by the ap-
plications, three of the nine applications tested contained cache
databases populated with other cache data. This included posts and
comments from the feed andmade by the account owner, as well as
privatemessage information. User IDs, names, phone numbers, and
usernames of the account owner and other users interacted with
were stored, as well as timestamps of user activities such as posts or
comments made on the feed.

5.1.5. Access to personal data without authentication/authorization
Apart from discovering relevant artifacts stored on the disk,

vulnerabilities were found in three of the nine applications tested
(33.3%), in which personal data was able to be accessed without
expected authentication or authorization. Unencrypted links to
media posted and sent through direct messages were stored in
databases and were able to be accessed without proper authori-
zation. Some were able to be accessed simply by copying and
pasting the URL on the browser, while others required an account
on the application to access the link. However, the account used to
send and/or post the content was not required, any user with an
account on the application could view the link. These vulnerabil-
ities could be exploited, and certain URL fuzzing attacks could be
used to target servers hosting these data, causing an attacker to
download personal !les that could be very damaging to users.

Moreover, one of the databases stored private information from
channels that had been created. This included phone numbers, ad-
dresses, and emails that had been entered during the account crea-
tion. Although the accounts were public, this was not information
that could be seen from looking at the public pro!le on the appli-
cation. Due to the magnitude of these "aws in the applications and
the consequences of accessing unauthorized data, we are unable to
provide a more detailed description of them. Moreover, it is essential
for us to inform the companies about these issues prior to publishing,
in order to provide developers the opportunity to remedy these
"aws before potential malicious actors are informed. By the time this
paper is published, the companies will have already been informed
of these "aws and been given time to resolve them.

6. Tool development

The purpose of Alternative Social Networking Applications
Analysis Tool (ASNAAT) is to automatically aggregate the forensi-
cally relevant data from the researched alt-tech social applications.
Extracting and presenting critical pieces of information in a report
will assist investigators in triaging evidence found in forensic im-
ages acquired from Apple and Android smartphones. ASNAAT is the
second generation of the original Python tool created in past
research which was presented at the 2021 12th EAI International
Conference on Digital Forensics & Cyber Crime and it will be pub-
lished in the conference proceedings.

To continue improving this open source tool to meet the de-
mands of forensics investigations and triaging, new enhancements
added to the report include hyperlinks directing the user to the

Fig. 2. Sample MeWe stored chat.
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actual artifact !les. In this case, the user will not need to go to the
artifact directory to view the actual !le. Moreover, each artifact !le
is automatically hashedwith SHA256 to uniquely identify it. Finally,
the tool is nowmore ef!cient in presenting evidence from different
applications as it separates the data in different reports for each
application.

Algorithm 1. High-level Automation Algorithm

6.1. Overview

The ASNAAT tool was developed to take in a tar archived
forensic image of either an Apple or Android smartphone. As of this
paper, tar images are the only supported format. In future en-
hancements of this tool, other types will be added. The reason for
this limited capability is due to our preference of using open source
tools, such as Magnet Acquire to image devices. By default, Magnet
Acquire only outputs iPhone images in a tar archive.

Consequently, the tool was constructed in a way where relevant
artifacts are extracted from the forensic images via wordlist !les for
each of the applications. The default provided wordlists contain
!lenames and !le paths found though manual analysis and are
presented in Tables A.5 and 2. In the event multiple locations in the
images have the same !le name, the paths allow for more control in
the extraction. It is important to note that since artifact paths are
different for both Apple and Android, separate folders split the
wordlists. ASNAAT targets artifacts types such as SQLite databases,
XML !les and !les found within caches identi!ed as important. The
high-level algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

6.2. Usage and output

ASNAAT is designed to execute on the command line terminal. A
help menu is provided to show the types of image formats and "ags

allowed (Listing 1). The user can select either the -a "ag to analyze
an Apple image or -b for the Android. After the tool identi!es which
applications are installed from the image provided, the tool pre-
sents another menu to the user where they can select to view a
quick report on the terminal for all applications or a speci!c one. A
HyperText Markup Language (HTML) report is generated at the end
of the analysis with the results from all installed applications
regardless of what was selected in the terminal (See Figures B4, B6
and Appendix B).

Listing 1. Tool Terminal Menu

7. Conclusion/discussion

As alternative social media applications appealing to certain
groups of the population has increased, so has the risk of the spread
of false information and radical propaganda. Applications such as
Parler and MeWe have gained a substantial number of users since
the 2020 United States Presidential election, and become top ap-
plications in app stores. With more concentrated groups commu-
nicating on platforms that are less regulated, the risk of propagating
extremist ideologies has also grown Not only are these applications
used by individuals with more conservative views, but they have
also become home to anti-government extremists and white su-
premacists (Yurrieff et al., 2021).

The Capitol attack that occurred January 6, 2021, demonstrated
how these applications were being used to communicate threat-
ening beliefs and encourage acting upon them. Due to the popu-
larity of these applications, it is important to conduct research and
identify important artifacts that could be essential in a digital fo-
rensics investigation.

Our !ndings revealed that a vast amount of information can be
extracted from these applications. User information such as user-
names, emails, full names, phone numbers, pro!le pictures, and
more could be found, along with posts and comments made, and
private messages. Not all of the information listed was discovered
for all applications, and the !ndings depended on the functionality
provided by the applications. Not all applications had much rele-
vant data stored, creating the opportunity to spread radical ideas.
Not only was user interactions and information extracted, but
vulnerabilities were discovered related to user privacy, and data
was able to be accessed without proper authorization. While data
was found through mobile forensics and acquisition techniques, it
was noted that secure methods were used when transferring in-
formation over the network.

Finally, our work contribution consists of forensic analyses, as
well as a tool written in Python that aims to automatically aggre-
gate data based on our analysis and our artifact identi!cation.

8. Limitations/future work

Due to the vast number of data recovered from these applica-
tions, not all of the artifacts discovered are discussed in this paper.
This paper discusses the artifacts that were identi!ed as most
important across applications and devices. Moreover, many of the
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resulting data was redundant. To view all digital artifacts that were
collected, refer to the Artifact Genome Project (https://agp.
newhaven.edu/).

During the testing phase, there were updates being made.
Although most updates did not alter the features, signi!cant
changes were made and compared from the preliminary testing
phase for Parler. During preliminary testing, media posted by the
account owner, cached media, and other user generated data
including a cache.json !le containing user activities and account
information were discovered. However, little to no data was
recovered from the newer version of the application which was
updated when the application returned to the Apple store. This
demonstrates how versions can have drastic differences in the
potential evidence that can be uncovered, and the impact this can
have on forensic investigations. Moreover, new applications are
being developed more rapidly in order to ful!l the demand for
counter-cultural applications. Future work should explore updated
versions of the applications investigated, as well as new applica-
tions similar to the ones investigated in this paper. The tool can also

be improved by adding new applications, accounting for varying
versions, and more. In order to continue maintaining the tool, other
future work would include continual testing and improvements
based on new and updated applications.
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Appendix A. Apparatus & Important Artifacts Tables

Table A.3
Apparatus

Hardware/Software Use Company Software Version

Galaxy S6 Application accounts (excluding 2nd1st) Samsung Nougat 7.0
Android ZTE Application accounts (excluding 2nd1st) Samsung Nougat 7.1.1
iPhone 6s Application accounts (excluding Wimkin) Apple iOS 14.4.2
iPhone 8 Application accounts (excluding Wimkin) Apple iOS 14.4.2
Thinkpad X1 Acquisition and analysis Lenovo Windows 10
Macbook Pro Acquisition and analysis Apple macOS Big Sur 11.6
Ryzen Desktop PC Acquisition and analysis MSI Windows 10 Education
Ubuntu Virtual Machine Testing and analysis Ubuntu Ubuntu 20.04
Windows Virtual Machine Testing and analysis Windows Windows 10
VirtualBox Host VMs for testing and analysis Oracle 6.1
Parler Android and iOS Parler accounts Parler 3.0.1 (Android) & 2.50 (iOS)
MeWe Android and iOS MeWe accounts MeWe 2.18.30
Clouthub Android and iOS Clouthub accounts Clouthub 1.19.7 (Android) & 2.0.41 (iOS)
Minds Mobile Android and iOS Minds Mobile accounts Minds Mobile 4.14.2 (Android) & 4.20.0 (iOS)
Minds Chat Android and iOS Minds Chat accounts Minds Chat 1.1.7-dev (Android) & 1.6.6 (iOS)
Safechat Android and iOS Safechat accounts Safechat 0.9.46 (Android) & 0.9.66 (iOS)
GETTR Android and iOS GETTR accounts GETTR 1.0.7 (Android) & 1.2.7 (iOS)
Wimkin Android and iOS Wimkin accounts Wimkin 2.1
2nd1st Android and iOS 2nd1st accounts 2nd1st 1.2.21
Android Debug Bridge (ADB) Communicate with tool and extract application data 1.0.41
Filza File Manager File system manager TIGI Software 3.8
DB Browser for SQLite View databases DB 3.35.5
iBackup Viewer View iOS plists iMacTools 4.22.1
Magnet Acquire Physical acquisition for Android and iOS Magnet Forensics 2.46.0.28200
Autopsy Image viewer used for analysis The Sleuth Kit 4.19.1
Wireshark Capture and analyze network traf!c Wireshark 3.4.8
Fiddler Analayze network traf!c Progress Software Corporation 3.0.1
Network Miner Analyze network traf!c Netresec 2.7.1

Table A.4
Important Data Path Directories and Files Found in Android Device

File
ID

Path Application Description

1.1 vol20/data/com.mewe/databases/app_database MeWe Contains message, post, and contact information
1.2 vol20/data/com.mewe/shared_prefs/SGSession.xml MeWe Tokens, keys, timestamps, primary phone number
1.3 vol20/data/com.mewe/cache/image_manager_disk_cache MeWe Downloads videos & images posted & sent in private messages, pro!le pics,

emojis, and cached images
2.1 vol20/data/com.clouthub.clouthub/shared_prefs/Clouthub.xml Clouthub User account information
2.2 vol20/data/com.clouthub.clouthub/cache/compressor Clouthub Downloads images posted by account owner
2.3 vol20/data/com.clouthub.clouthub/cache/

image_manager_disk_cache
Clouthub Downloads videos & images posted & sent in private messages, pro!le pics,

emojis, and cached images
3.1 vol20/data/com.minds.mobile/databases/minds1.db Minds

Mobile
Comment and post information from feed

3.2 vol20/data/com.minds.mobile/databases/RKStorage Minds
Mobile

Contains account owner user information

(continued on next page)
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Table A.4 (continued )

File
ID

Path Application Description

3.3 vol20/data/com.minds.mobile/cache/react-native-image-crop-picker Minds
Mobile

Downloads images & videos posted by account owner

3.4 vol20/data/com.minds.mobile/cache/image_manager_disk_cache Minds
Mobile

Downloads videos & images from feed and cached images

4.1 vol20/data/com.minds.chat/cache/downloads/
83e36ef56991d5c448f05d365f2212c9/F/D/

Minds Chat Stores folders that contain images downloaded from chat

4.2 vol20/data/com.minds.chat/shared_prefs/emoji-recent-manager.xml Minds Chat Recent emoji used
4.3 vol20/data/com.minds.chat/image_manager_disk_cache Minds Chat Downloads videos & images sent in private messages and cached images
5.1 vol20/data/net.safechat.app/cache/SafeChat Safechat Downloads videos posted and sent in private messages
5.2 vol20/data/net.safechat.app/cache Safechat Downloads audio sent in private messages
5.3 vol20/data/net.safechat.app/databases/SafeChat.db Safechat Private Messages and user information
5.4 vol20/data/net.safechat.app/databases/download_tasks.db Safechat Downloaded media from messages
6.1 vol20/data/com.gettr.gettr/!les/libCachedImageData.db GETTR GIFs posted by account owner
6.2 vol20/data/com.gettr.gettr/databases/private_hughhen123.db GETTR Followed list, username, searches
6.3 vol20/data/com.gettr.gettr/databases/g.db GETTR User information for account owner and ‘friend’
6.4 vol20/data/com.gettr.gettr/cache/libCachedImageData GETTR Downloads GIFs posted by account owner
6.5 vol20/data/com.gettr.gettr/shared_prefs/giphy_recents_!le.xml GETTR Account owner's recently posted GIF ID
6.6 vol20/data/com.gettr.gettr/shared_prefs/giphy_searches_!le.xml GETTR Account owner's GIF searches
6.7 vol20/data/com.gettr.gettr/cache/image_manager_disk_cache GETTR Downloads images posted, pro!le pics, emojis, phone gallery images, cached

images
7.1 vol20/data/com.wimkin.android/databases/RKStorage Wimkin Contains account owner's user information
7.2 vol20/data/com.wimkin.android/cache/image-cache/v2.ols100.1 Wimkin Stores folders containing cached images and images and document sent in

private messages
7.3 vol20/data/com.wimkin.android/cache/react-native-image-crop-

picker
Wimkin Downloads videos sent in private messages

7.4 vol20/data/com.wimkin.android/cache Wimkin Downloads audio message sent in private messages
7.5 vol20/data/com.wimkin.android/shared_prefs/rocketUser.xml Wimkin User ID and authentication token
7.6 vol20/data/com.wimkin.android/shared_prefs/

io.invertase.!rebase.xml
Wimkin Noti!cation information

7.7 vol20/data/com.wimkin.android/chatplus-chat.wimkin.com.db.db Wimkin Chat message data

Table A.5
Important Data Path Directories and Files Found in iPhone Device

File
ID

Path Application Description

1.1 private/var/mobile/Containers/Data/Application“UUID”/Documents/
sgrouplesdb.sqlite

MeWe User, chat, post and contact information

1.2 private/var/mobile/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/Library/Caches/
com.mewe/Cache.db

MeWe Information from account owner and ‘friend’, post and comment
information from feed, private messages

1.3 private/var/mobile/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/tmp MeWe Downloads image posted and sent in private messages by account
owner

1.4 private/var/mobile/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/Library/Caches/
com.hackemist.SDImageCache/default

MeWe Downloads image posted by account owner, GIF sent in private
messages, and cached GIFs and images

2.1 private/var/mobile/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/Library/Caches/ Clouthub Information regarding account
com.clouthub.clouthubapp.Cache.db owner and private messages

2.2 private/var/mobile/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/tmp Clouthub Downloads images posted and sent in private messages
2.3 private/var/mobile/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/Library/Caches/

com.hackemist.SDImageCache/default
Clouthub Downloads pro!le pictures, and cached images

3.1 private/var/mobile/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/Library/LocalDatabase/
minds1.db

Minds
Mobile

Comment and post information from account owner and feed

3.2 private/var/mobile/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/tmp/react-native-image-
crop-picker

Minds
Mobile

Downloads image and video posted by account owner

3.3 private/var/mobile/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/Library/Caches/
com.minds.mobile/fsCachedData

Minds
Mobile

Downloads cached images

3.4 private/var/mobile/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/Library/Caches/
com.hackemist.SDImageCache/default

Minds
Mobile

Downloads cached images

4.1 private/var/mobile/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/Library/Caches Minds Chat Downloads videos sent in private messages
4.2 private/var/mobile/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/Library/Caches/

com.minds.chat/fsCachedData
Minds Chat Downloads cached images

5.1 private/var/mobile/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/tmp/.video Safechat Downloads videos posted and sent in private messages
5.2 private/var/mobile/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/tmp Safechat Downloads audio Message sent in private messages
5.3 private/var/mobile/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/Library/Caches/

imagecache
Safechat Downloads cached images

5.4 private/var/mobile/Containers/Shared/AppGroup/“UUID”/SafeChat.db Safechat Private Messages and user information
6.1 GETTR Followed list, username, searches
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Appendix B. ASNAAT Tool Output

Table A.5 (continued )

File
ID

Path Application Description

private/var/moible/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/Documents/
private_jmanny3.db

6.2 private/var/moible/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/Documents/g.db GETTR User information for account owner and ‘friend’
6.3 private/var/mobile/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/Library/Caches/ GETTR Post and comment data from

com.gettr.gettr/Cache.db feed
6.4 private/var/moible/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/tmp/"utter-images GETTR Downloads image posted by account owner
6.5 private/var/moible/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/tmp/.image GETTR Downloads image posted by account owner
6.6 private/var/moible/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/tmp/.video GETTR Download Video posted by account owner
6.7 private/var/moible/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/Library/Caches/

com.gettr.gettr/fsCachedData
GETTR Downloads cached images

6.8 private/var/moible/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/Library/Caches/
libCachedImageData

GETTR Downloads GIFs posted by account owner

6.9 private/var/moible/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/Library/Caches/
com.hackemist.SDImageCache/default

GETTR Downloads cached images and images posted by account owner

7.1 private/var/mobile/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/tmp 2nd1st Downloads image posted by account owner
8.1 private/var/moible/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/Library/WebKit/

WebsiteData/LocalStorage/!le_0.localstorage
Parler Contains email and hashes

8.2 private/var/moible/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/Library/WebKit/
WebsiteData/LocalStorage/https_parler.com_0.localstorage

Parler Contains email, tokens, and hashes

8.3 private/var/moible/Containers/Data/Application/“UUID”/tmp Parler Downloads image posted by account owner

Fig. B.3. iPhone report output.
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Fig. B.4. iPhone report output continued.

Fig. B.5. Android report output.
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